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INSIDE N.I

MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

No new applications have been received since the last report.

Regular Membership Converted to Life Membership:

LM188 Joseph E. Boling, P. O. Box 8099, Federal Way, WA 98003

(Far East, Korea)

Publication of Mailing Address Requested bv Member:

2290 Martin A. Samuels, 31 Massachussets Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115

DONATIONS REPORT

We have received the following donations since the last report:

Name Donation Preference of Use

BRUCK, Fred M. $10.00 Cash General Operating Fund

CARMACK, David E. $25.00 Cash General Operating Fund

COLES, Peter J. $35.00 Cash NI Library Fund

EISEN, Stuart $25.00 Cash General Operating Fund

ELLIOTT, Richard $10.00 Cash General Operating Fund

KARATZAS, Valerie $1.50 Cash General Operating Fund

SCHOTT, Donald $10.00 Cash General Operating Fund

THORNTON, Susan $10.00 Cash General Operating Fund

*****

LIBRARIAN’S REPORT

The following books are new to the Library:

Marian Morris

PA40.ZarJ. 1981 .PM

ZARA, JERRY/LEMKE, BOB
Prison Money. The media of exchange of our "penal institutions".

Pub. 1981, 40pp, illus.
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JD70.VazJ:1984:LMP

VAZ, JOAQUIM FERRARO/SALGADO, JAVffiR

Livro das moedas de Portual. 1 128-present. Book of the coins of
Portugal. (English/Portuguese text)

Pub. 1984, 602pp, illus.

Tom W. Bakken

JM67.BreB:1997: CCIR
BREKKE, BERNHARD F./BAKKEN, TOM W.

The copper coinage of imperial Russia 1700-1917. Supplement 1997
includes errors, overdates, overstrike and fakes.

Pub. 1997, 126pp, illus.

Glen Shake

KA50.AlbS: 1998:CIC

ALBUM, STEPHEN
Checklist of Islamic Coins.

Pub. 1998, 151pp, not illus.

II. In addition to the above we would like to thank Marian Morris and Frank J.

Novak for their donation of additional numismatic material to the NI Library.

HI. Tom Bakken also included a number of brochures relating to the above new issue

of the work on Russian copper coinage. If anyone would like a copy to review for

possible purchase please drop the Library a note, and we will be glad to mail one out.

Granvyl G. Hulse, Jr., Book Librarian

James D. Haley, Periodical Librarian

1999-2000 OFFICERS AND STAFF OF NI

See the inside front cover of this issue for an update on the new officers elected

recently and also any changes in the appointed staff. The results of the election of

officers was as follows:

President Glen Shake 120 votes

Vice-President Gordon Robinson 121 votes

Secretary Ross Schraeder 122 votes

Treasurer Don Douglas 122 votes

At-Large Directors: Pat Halladay 59 votes

David Gracey 56 votes

Craig Burrus 51 votes

Michael Jones 46 votes

(Note: Pat Halladay and David Gracey were elected At-Large Directors and

Craig Burrus and Michael Jones were appointed by the Board of Governors

as At-Large Directors as permitted by the By-Laws.)
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THE "DOBLAS" IN THE ‘CAPTIVITY
EPISODE’ OF DON QUIXOTE

David B. Fiero, Bellingham, Washington, NI #2115

When doubles were halves. Opening the 'Quixote files': A
tilt at a windmill brings a windfall.

Spanish Civil War note of Herencia (Ciudad Real), 1 Peseta, 1937

(Don Quixote tilting at windmills.)

During the 1998 ANA convention in Portland, I was pleased to discover that a new

edition of Stephen Album’s A Checklist of Popular Islamic Coins had appeared.

Opening to the section on the Ottoman Empire, I was delighted to find a new listing,

immediately beneath that of "Murad HI, 982-1003 / 1574-1595, AV dinar (Tilimsan,

to the Ziyanid standard, debased gold)", for the half dinar as well (#1331 A, given a

rarity rating of RR (p.66).

Why all the interest in a coin which I could in all probability never obtain, would be

hard-pressed to decipher if I did, and indeed perhaps would never be privileged to lay

eyes upon, even in a photograph? This half dinar, or dobla as it was called by

Spanish captives languishing in Ottoman captivity in Algiers during the 1500’s was,

it would seem, light years removed from my specialty of Spanish peninsular coins in

the ‘Golden Age’ of Spanish discovery and military-imperial dominance, c. 1497-

1621, from the Spanish monetary reform under Ferdinand and Isabella to the death

of King Phillip HI.

I was concerned with this barely known ‘dobla’ because I had long postulated its

existence, having spent the last three years researching, and recently completing my
doctoral dissertation on the coins and monetary practices which occur in Miguel de

Cervantes’ timeless classic, Don Quixote, better known in the English-speaking world

through the musical "Man of La Mancha". Except for this one piece, I had been able

to document and form a complete collection, in all metals, of the numerous coins
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mentioned in the novel. Besides the coins of the Spanish peninsular and New World
mints, these include the entire Mediterranean world, including many of Arabic or

Ottoman Turkish origin.

Most puzzling was the rather odd use of the term "dobla" in the ‘Captivity episode’

of Don Quixote. For these are more commonly related to ‘doubles’ of the standard

unit, as in the English term ‘gold doubloon’, of two ‘escudos’. And yet in this case,

half the Algerian gold dinar was clearly implied, rather than two of them.

The importance of this particular ‘dobla’ was that without it, the future author of Don
Quixote would never have seen freedom, and thus the ‘first great modern novel’ could

never have been written. Cervantes himself, in 1580, had been ransomed with

Algerian ‘doblas’ after five years of captivity in the dungeons, or "baths" as they were

ironically known, of Algerian pirates who plied the Mediterranean under the banner

of the Ottoman Turks. Indeed, he was a captive of the forefathers of the very

‘Barbary Pirates’ whose predations would - centuries later - prompt the fledgling

United States Navy to at last take a stand as an independent player on the world

military stage. Hence, the motto "Millions for Defense, Not One Cent for Tribute"

often found on U. S. Hard Times tokens. I owe a heavy debt of gratitude to Mr.

Album for the confirmation of this piece, its existence hitherto at best putative, the

mere conjecture of a curious reader. Having just spent a year in Europe, he was in

a unique position to ‘sleuth out’ its initial discovery some twenty years ago, never

published and nearly forgotten, and did so with no thought to his own personal profit,

for a frustrated graduate student grasping for a lead, to make the last piece of the

puzzle fall into place.

Spain, 500 Pesetas, 1940 (Obverse)

Don Juan of Austria - Commander of Spanish, Venetian

and Vatican fleet at Lepanto, 1571.
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MSSETAS

Spain, 500 Pesetas, 1940 (Reverse)

"Battle of Lepanto"

What had put me on the trail initially were the striking similarities between

Cervantes’ own capture - while returning to Spain in the aftermath of the great naval

victory over the Ottoman Turkish fleet at Lepanto in 1571, having suffered near-

mortal wounds - and those of a prominent character in the first volume of Don
Quixote. This equally battle-hardened "Captive Captain" - like an author playing with

his own protagonist - matches wits with the Knight of the Woeful Countenance, as

Don Quixote only saw war as a glorious ideal, obsessed as he was with notions of

medieval chivalry. In ‘the Captive’s Tale’, however, once the Captain had been taken

and held for ransom - as had author Cervantes - the action is rapidly displaced by

monetary transactions. These are admittedly of a rather miraculous nature, spawned

as the entire episode was in the imagination of a Cervantes himself despairing of ever

being released, whether through love or money.

Zoraida, a Moorish girl who wishes to escape to Spain with the Captain, with whom
she has fallen in love, lowers ever-increasing sums of money to him, wrapped in a

cloth hung on a fishing-line. This ‘manna from heaven’ - actually from the tower

overlooking the "baths" - arrives in the form of local gold coins, the full ‘dinar’

minted in Tilimsan to the Ziyanid standard, termed ‘ziany’ in the novel after the local

Berber-Arab dynasty (Album #1331).

While itself rare, the ziany/dinar of the novel is certainly obtainable, and it is a most

curious coin: broad, thin and of debased ‘white gold’, it falls to the Captain in a

process poetically described by Cervantes as "a rain of zianys, pregnant with the

promise of freedom", glinting in the Mediterranean sun. Truly, the fabric of these

coins is such that even had they dropped directly upon the Captain’s head, no injury

would have resulted, especially when compared to the far more common Ottoman

‘sequins’ or ‘sultani’ such as Album #1332. These latter are thick, squat gold

‘dumps’ of high fineness; Don Juan of Austria had captured some 400,000 as booty

in the Battle of Lepanto.
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Ziany (Murad HI, 1574-1595)

These rival coinages, of local Arab-Berber provenance as opposed to those of their

Turkish captors, also mirror where Cervantes’ sentiments lay, clearly on the side of

the local Berber girl. This was the Mooress Zoraida, daughter of the richest merchant

of Algiers, Agi Morato, himself being ‘squeezed’ for money by the Ottoman

authorities. Thus, the destitute Captive Captain opts - and as numismatists we can

hardly fault him for ‘following the trail of the money’ - to answer her call, promising

marriage should they escape to Spain. For her part, she pledges to convert to

Christianity, a necessary component of any ‘mixed marriage’ in the era of the Counter

Reformation and the literary censorship practiced by the Inquisition.

The Captain claims the zianys he receives from the veiled damsel - a ‘fisher of men’

in both the literal and religious sense - were "of base gold, worth ten of our reales",

some ‘two bits’ over a peso, and thus we can deduce an initial proportion of 10/13,

since the Spanish escudo was worth 13 reales. But he also refers to ‘doblas’ when

describing Zoraida’s adornments, claiming "even her sandals were decorated with

pearls worth 10,000 doblas". Until now, literary critics (and most numismatists as

well, as Mr. Album recently assured me) have assumed that doblas were essentially

‘double dinars’, worth two of the local zianys, in effect ‘doubloons’ as the name

implies. In fact, in the first English translation, that of Thomas Shelton of 161 1, this

sum is rendered as "20,000 gold crowns". After all, the Spanish had borrowed just

such a denomination from the Arabs during the Reconquest of the Iberian Peninsula

in the 1300’s. Since no such coinage of Arab/Berber provenance is known to exist

for the region during this time period, others have surmised that doblas were simply

a money of account.

Numismatic sources, such as the first edition of the Checklist,
confirmed the existence

of both zianys and sequins, but not of doblas. In response to my initial inquiries, Mr.

Album indeed offered to find me a ziany, since this was the documented Algerian

gold coin of the reign of the Grand Turk, or Ottoman Sultan Murad III (1575-1595),

ultimately the captor of both Cervantes and his character, the Captive Captain. As

I had already procured a specimen, I had to demure, and explained my admittedly

confusing request in greater detail. My reading of Don Quixote, especially regarding

the historical accuracy of events Cervantes had experienced personally, and in

particular of contemporary coinage, had led me to postulate the physical existence of

a local dobla as an actual coin.

Certainly, the ziany is not the dobla, although since both occur in the novel only in

conjunction with Zoraida, I was convinced they must be metrologically related, in

tale. Further evidence was brought to bear from the foremost contemporary account
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of Algiers written in Spanish, the three-volume Topographia: Historia General de

Argel by the clergyman Fray Diego de Haedo, first published in 1612. This work

contains a chapter on the many daring attempts to escape Algiers which Cervantes

undertook, his ransom, paid with local gold ‘doblas’, and an account of the trimetallic,

tri-national (Algerian, Turkish and Spanish) monetary systems in effect during the

1570’s and 1580’s. It thus provided me with a type of ‘Rosetta Stone’ for unraveling

the currency ratios which obtained among the three rival monetary authorities.

Forming the basis of the Algerian system was the ‘ruba’ - which remains, as was the

dobla until recently, unknown as a physical coin - meaning ‘quarter’ or ‘fourth’ in

Arabic. This Tuba’, equal to 25 silver ‘aspers’ or 2.5 reales or ‘bits’, was also of

base gold, which the Spanish rendered as ‘rubia’, literally, and locally enough,

‘blond’. Two of these ‘rubias’ formed the ‘dobla rubia’, or double quarter, providing

us with an explanation for the initially puzzling ‘half which is double’.

Two ‘doblas’, as the Topographia goes on to say, formed the ‘ziana’, which is none

other than Cervantes ‘ziany’, generically the ‘dinar’ throughout the Arab world, as

mentioned in Album’s Checklist, and in this case the debased dinar to the standard

of the Ziyanid dynasty. Haedo emphasizes, as does Album, that all were produced

only in nearby Tilimsan (also known as Tlemcen, or ‘Tremecen’ in Spanish), origin

of the by then much weakened dynasty of the Ziyanids; Algiers had become the de

facto capital and center of piracy under Ottoman Turkish rule. Since Haedo also

expresses the gold coinage in terms of silver, we further discover that a ‘dobla’ was

valued at 50 aspers and the ziany at 100, while the Spanish gold escudo, initially

valued at 125 aspers, was raised to 130 in 1580.

Not at all coincidentally, this was also the year in which Cervantes’ ransom - initially

set at 500 Spanish gold escudos - was finally raised, by his family and the Order of

Trinitarian monks who ministered to the some 25,000 Spanish captives held for

ransom in Algiers alone. He was finally freed - as was the Captive Captain in Don
Quixote - some thirteen years after leaving Spain, and nine after the battle of Lepanto.

Effectively crippled from his war wounds and subsequent suffering, Cervantes was

to become, ironically enough considering his life-long poverty, a royal tax collector,

raising money for Phillip IT’s ‘Invincible Armada’, wandering Spain and gathering at

the same time the first-hand knowledge of the customs of the Spanish villages and

countryside which redound so faithfully throughout Don Quixote.

My initial guess that it was significant that Cervantes mentions in Don Quixote that

a ziany was "worth ten of our reales" proved to be correct; he shows Haedo to have

been accurate in claiming that 1580 was the year of the devaluation. The escudo was

now worth 130 aspers, or thirteen reales, giving us the desired ratio of 10/13 for the

ziany/escudo, and thus 5/13 for the dobla/escudo. As Cervantes gained his liberty in

1580, it is entirely realistic that this is the ratio he remembered when writing the first

volume of Don Quixote, which was not to appear until 1605.

The devaluation of the Algerian currency nearly cost him his freedom, if not his life,

for on the day his ransom was finally raised, the Ottoman fleet, as Haedo mentions,
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was already in port and striking its sails to depart for Constantinople. Cervantes had

been selected as a ‘gift’ to the Grand Turk by the local Algerian ruler, weary of both

his failure to raise his ransom and of his incessant attempts to escape.

On one such occasion, following the nearly waterless North African coast west, he

had nearly reached Spanish-occupied Oran, seeing to it that most of his escape party

was taken on board a Spanish ship, while remaining behind personally out of

solidarity to a few rather suspicious stragglers. These ‘renegades’ - former Christian

captives who had embraced Islam, and who, in the novel Don Quixote do repent and

accompany the Captain and Zoraida back to Spain - then betrayed Cervantes to an

almost certain impalement at the hands of his furious captors, who only spared his life

with the intention of delivering him in person to the Sultan. This explains why he

became a hero in the captive Christian community, and the detailed account of his

case by Haedo. Indeed, his boldness gave him an ‘exchange value’ among the Turks,

and ultimately saved his life, as he had gained a grudging respect, a notoriety similar

to that accorded a ‘Papillon’ forever fleeing the French authorities, escaping from

Devil’s Island at the beginning of this century.

Spain, 500 Pesetas, 1928

"Freeing of Spanish Captives at Tunis"

Eventually, Cervantes raised the 500 escudos demanded of him, but, as Haedo notes,

the only money available was denominated in local doblas. The Trinitarian monk

Juan Gil was forced to buy escudos at the revised, higher rate of 130 aspers rather

than 125. This proved nearly impossible among the Algerian moneychangers he had

to deal with under duress, for the entire Ottoman military and financial community

was fleeing Algiers in a state of panic, taking with them every available escudo,

which - while ‘harder money’ - were known to be the wages of piracy and ransom.

Above all, those in the Ottoman camp knew that the mere possession of Spanish gold

escudos would be their death sentence if the naval intelligence they had received was
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correct. An immense Spanish fleet had been sighted gathering out of the ports of

Southern Spain, and the Turks were convinced another Battle of Lepanto was at hand.

Thus, an additional surcharge had to be paid to buy the escudos Cervantes’ captors

demanded for the ransom before setting sail for Constantinople, modem-day Istanbul.

Despite this Tun on the dobla’, the money was raised just in time. Cervantes was

free to return to Spain; it was perhaps doubly disappointing that the Spanish fleet had

indeed embarked, but not for Algiers, which would have surrendered without a fight.

The once mighty Ottoman fleet, after retaking the coast of the Maghreb from Tunis

to Algiers, had in effect ceded control of the far Western Mediterranean basin to

Spain after Lepanto, to concentrate on the much more profitable trade of piracy, with

smaller, swifter vessels, and on a more individualized, entrepreneurial basis.

Cervantes would arrive in Spain a forgotten man, for every available ship and warrior,

even King Phillip II himself, had embarked, not to fight the Turks as Cervantes -

using both the Captive Captain and Don Quixote himself as his mouthpiece - was

forever exhorting him to do, but for the conquest of Portugal in 1580. With the

subsequent annexation of Brazil and much of Africa, India and the Far East, the

largest empire the world had ever known was created. It could not be held

indefinitely from the predations of British, Dutch, or Ottoman freebooters, as Spain,

lacking an industrial base, saw itself over-extended even beyond the call of our own
‘Marine Hymn’; "From the Halls of Montezuma to the shores of Tripoli". In fact,

much of the message inherent in Don Quixote is, in effect, a ‘populist message’, an

exhortation to the Spanish monarchy to concentrate its efforts on local industry and

commerce closer to home, at least within the Western Mediterranean basin; he

realized long before others in Spain that world-wide empires are by their very nature

transitory.

Nor were the great author’s and patriot’s own heroics - in war, captivity, or tax

collecting - rewarded with a post in the New World, Cervantes’ next attempt to

establish himself within the Spanish bureaucracy. Prominently displayed in the

Archives of the Indies in Seville, the petition representing his request can be seen by

all; scribbled hastily in the margins are the words "May he seek his fortune closer to

home". We can be glad that he did, for the book Don Quixote was the result, and its

‘message’ is curiously similar. Although Cervantes, like his creation Don Quixote,

remained a poor man, both gained a nearly instantaneous worldwide fame after 1605,

until the author’s death April 23, 1616 - despite differing calendars the official death

date of William Shakespeare as well.

Forgotten much longer than Cervantes after his release were the doblas he so

desperately had to trade under par for escudos: the so ephemeral half dinars, part of

a moribund currency. But not without a trace, and certainly not forever. Discovering

this dobla - the half dinar - listed in Album’s new edition reminded me of the letter

I had received from him over a year ago (dated 16 April 1997, and reproduced here

with the writer’s kind permission); it has also prompted me to address the numismatic

community in this article:
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Dear David:

Yes, there is indeed a half dinar, but it is very rare. I have never

myself handled one, though there were perhaps half a dozen examples

in the original hoard marketed by a collector in western France

beginning in the late 1970s. Two or three wound up with a collector

in Paris, the rest in a collection in the Persian Gulf area. None were

ever available. So I doubt you’ll have much luck finding one.

Incidentally, it will be listed as #1331A in the next edition of my
Checklist. As with the full dinar, the only mint is Tlemcen.

Sincerely,

Stephen Album

Again, the fact that a literal reading of the ‘great books’ of world literature coupled

with a persistent numismatic search can pay handsome rewards in both endeavors,

underscores the already familiar, but seldom fully appreciated, nexus of

interdisciplinary relationships tying numismatics to history, literature, art, economics,

geography, and a score of related disciplines. By the way, does anyone out there

know where - in the world - I can obtain a picture, or even view a specimen of the

half dinar, or dobla of Tilimsan, Album #1331A?

Sources.

Album, Stephen. A Checklist of Islamic Coins, Santa Rosa: 1998.

Cervantes, Miguel de. Don Quijote de la Mancha I, Madrid: Catedra, 1994.

Haedo, Fray Diego de. Topografia e Historia General de Argel, Valladolid: 1612.

(Reprint Madrid: 1927).

Mateu y Llopis, Felipe. Glosario Hispanico de Numismatica, Barcelona: 1946.

********************************************************************
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OUR LADY OF PERPETUAL HELP
Bob Forrest, Manchester, England, NI #2382

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 3

The three medals depicted, IVi

times actual size, in Figs. 1, 2

and 3 are, respectively, Spanish,

French and German. All are

aluminium, thus modern, and all

share a common obverse - the

image of Our Lady of Perpetual

Help, an enlarged and clearer

version of which is shown in Fig.

4. It shows the Virgin Mary and

the Infant Jesus in fine Byzantine

style, particularly well captured

on the Spanish example. On the

right, as one looks at the picture,

is the Archangel Gabriel carrying

the Cross and the nails of the

crucifixion; on the left the
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Archangel Michael carries the spear which will pierce Christ’s side, as well as the

sponge-tipped reed and urn of vinegar which will be offered to him on the Cross.

There are said to be many symbolic twists and turns to the picture, centred on such

things as the colours used, the directions in which Mary and Jesus face, and the fact

that the Holy Infant is in imminent danger of losing one of his sandals, but these need
not concern us here. What does concern us is the history - or alleged history - of the

icon which was the original version of this image.

Fig. 4

In a previous essay (1) brief mention was made of the legend of the Apostle St. Luke

having been an artist who produced at least one and possibly several authentic

likenesses of Christ. Legend also has it that he painted a picture - again, possibly,

more than one - of the Virgin Mary holding the Infant Jesus (2). The one that

concerns us here - the one depicted in Fig. 4, in fact - is supposed to have delighted

Mary so much that she said, "My grace will go with this picture wherever it goes."

But where did it go?

Well, St. Luke is supposed to have sent it to his friend and patron Theophilus in

Antioch (Mary, apparently, was not that enamoured of the painting that she wanted

to keep it!). But then it rather disappears from history and legend until about AD 450

when Eudocia, the wife of the Emperor Theodosius II, went on a pilgrimage to the

Holy Land, where she received the picture as a gift. She passed it on to her sister-in-

law Pulcheria back in Constantinople, who in turn lodged it in the church of St.

Sophia. Here it remained for a thousand years, during which time it was deemed

responsible for many miracles, not the least of which was saving the city from

Saracen invasion in AD 718. (Apparently the populace carried the picture in

procession down to the sea and touched the water with it. Immediately a furious

storm arose which destroyed the fleet of the besieging Saracens.)
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In 1204 Constantinople was taken over by the Latin Crusaders, the picture was stolen

by them, and removed to the church of the Pantocrator, where it remained until 1261,

when the city was recaptured by the Greeks. It was then returned to St. Sophia again,

where it remained for nearly two hundred years, until the city was captured by the

soldiers of Mohammed II in the great Fall of Constantinople in 1453. The picture,

which was by now decorated with jewels, became part of the spoils of war, and was

unceremoniously cut into four pieces by a gang of troops on the rampage. Thus the

picture disappears from history, or at least the original does. Luckily various copies

had been made in the course of time, and though they might have differed in small

details from the original, they were sufficiently like it - or so it is said - for us to

know the original through them, and, copies or not, the power of the Virgin Mary was

said to work through them just as it did through St. Luke’s original.

It is the story of one of these supposed copies which now concerns us. It is first

heard of in Crete, where it was apparently stolen by a merchant and taken by ship to

Italy. This was in 1497. The following year the merchant fell ill in Rome, and on

his death-bed told a friend about the picture he had stolen, and begged him to have

it lodged in some worthy church. The merchant died, but the friend’s wife persuaded

him that they should ignore the dying man’s wish and keep the picture. According

to legend the Virgin Mary herself then appeared to the man, three times, asking him

to honour the merchant’s request, but the power of the Virgin, even in triplicate, was

apparently no match for that of the wife in matters of the house, and the picture

stayed where it was. Something clearly more drastic than an apparition to the

husband was now required, and this took the form of the sudden demise of the poor

hen-pecked man, followed by another apparition of the Virgin, this time to the young

daughter of the house, instructing her to tell her mother and her grandfather that,

"Holy Mary of Perpetual Help warns you to take her from your house, or all of you

will soon die!" Thus it was that the Virgin Mary named this picture herself,a name
it has retained ever since. But to continue. The young girl told her mother, who only

now began to connect her husband’s sudden death with her own stubbornness in

keeping the picture. Not that she was entirely convinced, because apparently a

neighbour persuaded her to hang onto the picture, and another visit from the Virgin

Mary was necessary before the mother obeyed, and called in the Friars of St.

Augustine to take it away to the church of St. Matthew, situated between St. Mary
Major and St. John Lateran, whither the Virgin had specifically requested it be taken

in her last apparition.

Thus it was that in 1499 the picture was carried in solemn procession through the

streets of Rome, miraculously curing a paralysed man en route, to be deposited in the

aforementioned church of St. Matthew the Apostle. There it stayed for three hundred

years, granting a multitude of favours to those who venerated it.

Then in 1798 French troops entered Rome and the Free Roman Republic was

declared. At this time about thirty churches in the city were ordered to be levelled,

one of which was St. Matthew’s. The picture, though, was rescued and taken for

safe-keeping to the monastery church of St. Eusebius. Few people knew of the

rescue, and few people got chance to venerate it in its new location. Gradually it

faded into obscurity. In 1819 the Augustinian monks moved from the monastery
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church of St. Eusebius to that of Santa Maria in Posterula, and with them went the

half-forgotten picture.

Half-forgotten, but not totally, for as it happened an altar-boy at Santa Maria in

Posterula, one Michael Marchi, was fascinated by the picture, and as a result learned

its full history from an old Brother who had been a novice at St. Matthew’s. But

more of Michael Marchi presently.

Now, by one of those strange chains of coincidences that beset history, it was

decided, in 1853, to build a new Redemptorist church on a site which turned out to

be adjacent to that of the old and destroyed St. Matthew’s. Naturally it was a source

of some excitement when it was discovered, apparently quite by accident, that the old

church and its miraculous image of Our Lady of Perpetual Help had been, as it were,

"next door". The old stories surrounding the picture were duly recalled, and it was

decided that it would be a good idea to try and find the picture, if it still existed, and

to "bring it home" - well, near enough. Readers should recall that the Virgin Mary
had asked for her picture to be kept in the old church, and not unnaturally this gave

added impetus to the idea of finding it and bringing it back. Events didn’t move very

quickly, though, for even in 1862-3 a Father Blosi was delivering a series of sermons

on some of the famous pictures of the Virgin Mary that hung in the churches of

Rome. One of these was Our Lady of Perpetual Help, and Father Blosi chose his

sermon as a suitable occasion to launch an appeal for information as to its

whereabouts. The final link in the chain of coincidences now came in to play, for the

former altar-boy, now a priest, Michael Marchi, just happened to be in the

congregation at the time, and of course he knew exactly where the picture was. . .

Thus it came about that in 1866 Our Lady of Perpetual Help was moved in solemn

procession from the church of Santa Maria in Posterula to the Redemptorist church

of St. Alphonsus. One senses that the authorities of Santa Maria were none too

pleased at their loss, but the Pope had backed the move, which was, as mentioned

above, arguably in accordance with the wishes of the Virgin Mary herself, as

expressed in her apparition of 1499. That, as they say, was that: Santa Maria had

to settle for an exact copy, provided at the expense of St. Alphonsus, of course.

There is, however, a coda to this story. Readers will recall that the "original" which

was given to St. Alphonsus was in fact itself only a very old copy of St. Luke’s

original, St Luke’s having been hacked to pieces in the 1453 fall of Constantinople.

But was St. Luke’s original really destroyed then, or was it too only a copy? There

is a story that shortly before the fall of Constantinople, a Polish prince switched the

picture for a copy, and spirited the original away to his homeland where it became

known as the Madonna of Czestochowa (3). This story, which is suspiciously

reminiscent of the shenanigans surrounding the "true" veil of St. Veronica/Holy Face

of Edessa, must surely have been devised before the advent of photography, when few

people would have had the chance to compare Our Lady of Perpetual Help (a good

copy, we are told) with the Madonna of Czestochowa, for the two are, quite frankly,

nothing like each other (4). But then I don’t have the eyes of faith, I suppose, and

in any case, it is said, as stated at the outset, that St. Luke did paint several Madonnas

with Child, so legend might just have confused two different but equally genuine
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pictures. I have to say, though, that if that is the case then one can only wonder about

the degree of portraiture skill possessed by the apostle, the differences being so

marked. But there goes my skepticism again. . .

That, then, is the story behind Our Lady of Perpetual Help. Whether you believe any

or all of it is entirely up to you. It only remains to give details of the legends and

reverse types etc of the medals in Figs. 1 to 3.

Fig. 1.

Obverse: The words of the legend follow the outer edges of the Cross, being

distributed and reading as follows:

Left: NTRA SRA DEL Top: PERPETUO
Right: SOCORRO Bottom: ROGAD P. N.

The meaning is: "Our Lady of Perpetual Help pray for us."

Reverse: Christ revealing his Sacred Heart, with the bread and wine chalice of

the eucharist before him. The legend reads: CORAZ6N
EUCARISTICO DE JESUS TENED MISERICORDIA DE
NOSOTROS, signifying, "Eucharistic Heart of Jesus have pity on us."

Fig- 2,

Obverse: The legend reads: N.D. DU PERPETUEL SECOURS PRIEZ P.N.,

meaning, "Our Lady of Perpetual Help pray for us."

Reverse: St. Joseph holding a lily plant (symbolising purity), with the Infant

Jesus revealing his Sacred Heart. The legend reads: S. JOSEPH
PRIEZ POUR NOUS - i.e. "St. Joseph pray for us."

Fig. 3.

Obverse: The legend reads: U.L. FRAU V.D. IMMERWAHRENDEN HULFE
B.F.U., meaning, "Our Lady of Perpetual Help pray for us." An
Anchor of Hope, Cross and Sacred Heart symbols have been added at

the bottom.

Reverse: Flaming Sacred Heart, surmounted by a Cross, wreathed in thorns, and

with the lance-wound of the crucifixion. The legend reads: MEIN
JESUS BARMHERZIGKEIT / FUR JEDES MAL 700 TAGE
ABLASS, signifying, "My compassionate Jesus / For each time 700

days indulgence."

Notes.

(1) "St. Veronica and the Edessa File" in NI Bulletin, October 1998, p.256-263.
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(2) My account of Our Lady of Perpetual Help is based on Peter Byrne’s booklet

The Sun Never Sets: The Perpetual Help Story (1986) and a Redemptorist

Publication entitled The Perpetual Help Story (1976), no author cited. Both
give the artist as St. Luke. Curiously, Joan Carroll Cruz, in her book
Miraculous Images of Our Lady (1993), p.194-7, does not mention St. Luke
in connection with this icon, beginning its "documented history" only in 1495.

She does, however, credit him with painting Our Lady of Mellieha in Malta

(p.281) and Our Lady of Czestochowa in Poland (p.380), both of which,

needless to say, have worked many miracles. Helmut Brenske, in his book
Icons: Windows to Eternity (1996), plate 5, pictures another icon, from a

private collection, said to have been painted by St. Luke. This one is

extraordinary in that the Saint got tired whilst he was painting it, and so

prayed for some help, as a result of which the icon completed itself. . .

(3) This legend is quoted in the Redemptorist Perpetual Help Story, as cited in

note 2, p.16. It is referred to as "not very well authenticated". Cruz, op. cit.

p.380-381, gives a different tale of Our Lady of Czestochowa, whereby St.

Luke painted it; St. Helena found it in Jerusalem (I sometimes wonder if there

is anything St. Helena didn’t find there!), and packed it off to Constantinople;

and from whence it found its way to Poland, in the fifteenth century, as part

of a dowry.

(4) Cruz, op. cit., gives colour photographs of both - see her 238.13 and 238.20.

CURRENCY UNITY AT LAST!

Paul F. L. de Groot, Calgary, Canada, NI #1786

The successful outcome of the war against France gave rise to the formation of the

German Empire. This in turn finally led to the unification of the remaining monetary

systems of the states which made up the new power. From 1871 to 1876 several laws

defined a new uniform currency that in a few years would do away with the various

still existing particularities. As unit the mark was chosen, valued at one-third of the

Vereinstaler. After 1876 only the values above one mark showed reference to the

separate constituent states (portraits, arms, etc.). During the transition period only the

two Mecklenburg grand duchies (Schwerin and Strelitz) issued state copper coins in

the new system (5, 2 and 1 pfennig). They were demonetized in 1878. After that

date only imperial copper circulated. After 1918 the last reminders of the existence

of separate states disappeared from the regular coinage.

After the second World War the unity was broken again. The Saar area economically

was joined to France, and for a while had its own frank-denominated currency. The

Western occupation zones (American, British and French) evolved into the German

Federal Republic; the Russian zone into the German Democratic Republic, each with

its own mark system. Not until 1990 were all parts of Germany reunited, with the

accompanying return to a single currency system. Ironically this is slated to disappear

within a few years into the new Euro system!
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INDEX OF CULTURES, EMPIRES, KINGDOMS, AND COIN
MINTING ACTIVITIES

(A MILLENNIUM PROJECT OF NUMISMATICS INTERNATIONAL)

PURPOSE OF THE INDEX:

Most of the history of past civilizations is from four basic sources and these are more

or less in order of 1st use according to records.

1. The artifacts of the culture or society being examined and that is not

included in this system.

2. Artistic pottery samples from ancient civilizations that contain forms of

script that were used to record current events.

3. The various forms of script used on media used for writing. The media

ranged from clay tablets to more expensive gold tablets recently discovered

and included paper first produced in China and papyrus which originated in

Egypt.

4. The coins minted by these ancient cultures, empires, kingdoms, cities and

religious organizations (some did not mint coins). In addition some cultures

used blocks of precious metals that were punchmarked for identification and

value.

The one we are after is the last and by far the most revealing.

The index is intended to be used as a resource to find references of books, photos,

coins and related references from sources 2, 3, and 4. In current data references it

is difficult to even determine the issuing source because of differences in script used

and because even if it is a common script, it is sometimes copied by conquerors who
do not use the language or customs of the originator. In numismatics these are

frequently called imitations and copies, or even counterfeits.

Similar to law research, the index is a research tool that will in most cases provide

a visual and textual reference. It is easier to use than Shephardizing, the technique

used in legal research.

SCOPE OF THE INDEX:

The index will be published in three increments.

INDEX A: Covers the period of 3500 BC to 1 BC. It lists by Period, Culture/Empire

(issuing), Location, Class, Notes and Source.

AA Issues of Asia other than China and India.

AC Issues of China.

AE Issues of Europe.

AG Issues of the Greeks.

AI Issues of India.

AM Issues of the Mesopotamia area.

AN Issues of Africa.
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All of the above issues were from cultures that originated around the four great rivers

where the ancient cultures originated, as the Greeks also came from the ancient area

called Mesopotamia around the Caspian Sea. The rivers were the Yellow River, the

Indus River, the Euphrates River and the Nile River in Egypt The Nile area was the

last to produce coins.

INDEX B: Covers the 1st Millennium AD and continues on with the index letters

of INDEX A except it uses the first letter B to indicate the 1st Millennium AD and

adds to new index letters beginning with E and I to indicate issues of the two new
cultures based on religion. E series will include issuing cultures that are called

Ecclesiastical to indicate the religious issues by Christian Empires and the Bishopric

states that paid homage to the new religious order based in Rome. Since the Roman
Empire did not originate with this new order, it is kept in the secular organizations

that follow Index A. The other letter I is to indicate the empires and states that arose

under the Islamic Faith.

The list now expands to list the large number of secular states that originated in

Europe. The major entries include:

BA Asia issuers excluding China, India and Islamic states.

BB Issues that are IMITATIONS of other states which now appear in large

numbers.

BC China.

BE Issues from European empires and states, excluding imitations and

ecclesiastical issues.

BI Issues from India other than Islamic states.

BM Issues from Asia Minor formerly called Mesopotamia.

BN Issues from Africa.

EB Issues from ECCLESIASTICAL empires and states, including the

Vatican and Kingdoms and Duchies that become part of the Holy

Roman Empire.

IB Issues from states that originated or converted to Islam and including

states that issued coins with Islamic inscriptions such as the Volga

Bulgars and the Khazars.

INDEX C covering the 2nd Millennium AD will be listed in a future issue.

Corrections, additions, recommendations and other INPUT will be welcomed from

members of NI, and non-members also. This first issue is simply a baseline for

further expansion and changes. Comments should be sent to:

NI INDEX
P. O. BOX 560

ALLEN, TX 75013

E MAIL TO:

ipp@flash.net.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY LIST FOR INDEX OF CULTURES, EMPIRES, KINGDOMS
& COIN MINTERS THROUGH HISTORY

1ST MILLENNIUM BC & 1ST & 2ND MILLENNIUM AD

The following publications were used in compiling the data on the list organized into

an index. The listing will provide for a source book with the applicable page number

for each coin minting activity. The bibliography list follows with the reference

number preceding the listing used in the source column on the list.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

Brinton, Christopher, & Wolff, 1976. A History of Civilization, 5th Ed.

Prentice Hall, Inc.

Carson, R. A., 1963.

Marsden, Wm., 1823.

Mitchiner, M., 1978.

Grun, B., 1991

Nicol, N. D., 1996

Coins of the World, Harper and Row.

(Coins mostly from the Ashmolean Museum.)

NUMISMATA OR1ENTAUA ILLUSTRATA (A

Guide to Islamic Coins). 1977 Reprint update

by Stephen Album.

Oriental Coins & Their Values. The Ancient

and Classical World. 600 BC to 650 AD.

Hawkins Publications. (Coins from the

Ashmolean Museum collection.)

Timetables of History, 3rd Ed. Simon &
Schuster Touchstone. (Based on W. Stein’s

Kutlurfahrplan 1963 work.)

Standard Catalog of German Coins 1600 to

Present, 1st Edition, Krause Publications.

(Contains data prior to 1600.)

Album, Stephen, 1998 A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 2nd Ed., Santa

Rosa, California, 1st Ed. 1993. (See annotated

review below.)

Anonymous, 1990 The Coin Atlas, MacDonald & Co. Ltd.

Frieberg, R., 1958 Gold Coins of the World, Coins & Currency

Institute.

Prutsak, Omeljan, 1998 Origins of the Old Rus Weights and Monetary

Systems. Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute.

Harvard Press.

Krause & Mishler, 1996 Standard Catalog of World Coins 1601-1700,

1st Edition, Krause Publications.

Hannon, B., 1992 Glimpses of History, published by author. (His

private collection.)

Davenport, John S., 1976 German Secular Talers 1600-1700, (future

reference).
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14. Hobson, B., 1967 Coin Identifier, published by Sterling Publishing

Co.

15. World Coin News Various issues, published by Krause

Publications.

Annotated Review

A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 2nd Ed. 1998, Stephen Album, publisher.

The latest in technology from the computer standpoint as it illustrates the author’s E-

mail address and various other internet resources. More than double the 1st edition

and is the first numismatic book to list the Khazar Empire and the Volga Bulgar coins

which are believed to be imitations of Samanid issues. The work contains no

illustrations but a separate supplement is predicted by the author for the near future.

To order. E-mail: album@sonic.net or by regular mail to P. O. Box 7386, Santa

Rosa, Calif. 95407. Price $20.00. Out of print 1st edition brings $8.00 and up on the

internet.

Review by Glen Shake, Allen, Texas

Index of Cultures and Coin Minters from 3500 BC to 1BC

Listed by Index #, 1st Listing (EMPA.RXD)

Ind# Period Culture Location Class Notes Source

AA02 1200 Hittites Anatolia Empire No coin 1

AA03 0300 Indo-Greek Afghan Kingdom Coins 4

AA04 0300 Seculids Asia Kingdom Coins 1

AA05 0200 Merv & Chore N. Afghan Kingdom Coins 4

AA06 0200 Sarmatians Steppes Kingdom Coins 4

AA07 0200 Saurashtra Afghan Kingdom Coins 4

AA08 0200 Sogdiana Steppes Kingdom Coins 4

AA09 0200 Strato Afghan Kingdom Coins 4

AA10 0130 Balkh Afghan Kingdom Coins 4

AA11 0130 Yueh Chi Sogdiana Kingdom Coins 4

AA12 0100 Choresmia Afghan Kingdom Coins 4

AA13 0100 Sararaucae Afghan Kingdom Coins 4

AA14 0100 Scythian Afghan Kingdom Coins 4

AA15 0100 Scythian Pakistan Kingdom Coins 4

AA16 0100 W. Indo Greek Afghan Kingdom Coins 4

AC01 2300 Yao Dyn China Empire No coin 5

AC02 2200 Shun Dyn China Empire No coin 5

AC03 2100 Hsai Dyn China Empire No coin 5

AC04 1100 Chou Dyn China Empire No coin 4

AC05 0700 Ch’in Dyn China Kingdom 1st coin 4

AC06 0200 Han Dyn China Empire Coins 4

AC07 0100 Wu Chu China Empire Coins 4

AE01 2600 Minoan Crete Kingdom No coin 5
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Ind# Period Culture Location Class Notes Source

AE02 2000 Greek Caspian Kingdom No coin 5

AE03 0600 Etruscans Italy Kingdom Coins 1

AE04 0590 Cilicia Turkey Coast Kingdom Pers sa 4

AE05 0500 Cappadocia Black Sea Kingdom Coins 4

AE06 0465 Cyprus Mediterranean Kingdom Coins 4

AE07 0440 Caria Mediterranean Kingdom Coins 4

AE08 0400 Celts Danube Kingdom Coins 4

AE09 0400 Colchis Black Sea Kingdom Coins 4

AE10 0400 Dahae Caspian E Kingdom Coins 4

AE1

1

0350 Tyre Turkey Kingdom Coins 4

AE13 0120 Pontus Black Sea Kingdom Coins 4

AE14 0050 Nervii Belgium Kingdom Coins 1

AEE1 0269 Rome Italy Republic Coins 1

AEE2 0200 Osca Roman Province Coins 4

AEE3 0200 Segibroga Roman Province Coins 4

AEE4 0200 Turiasso Roman Province Coins 4

AEE5 0140 Roman Judea Galilee Province Coins 4

AEE7 0031 Rome Italy Empire Coins 1

AEE8 0010 Roman Thrace Asia Minor Kingdom Coins 4

AGOl 1000 Greek Mid East Kingdom No coin 1

AG02 0600 Caulonia Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG03 0600 Corinth Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG04 0600 Metapontum Greece Colony Coins 4

AG05 0600 Sybaris Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG06 0550 Archosia Achaemenid Satrap Coins 4

AG07 0550 Croton Greek Italy Colony Coins 4

AG08 0540 Clazomenae Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG09 0520 Colophon Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AGIO 0500 Athens Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG11 0500 Lycian Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG12 0500 Rhodes Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG13 0500 Sinope Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG 14 0400 Bocetian Leag Greece Kingdom Coins 1

AG15 0400 Macedonia Greece Empire Coins 4

AG16 0400 Thebes Greece Kingdom Coins 1

AG 17 0400 Thrace Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG18 0400 Larissa Greek vassal Civic Coins 4

AG19 0400 Nagidus Greek vassal Civic Coins 4

AG20 0400 Parium Greek vassal Civic Coins 4

AG21 0359 Paconia Macedonia Province Coins 8

AG22 0340 Paeonia Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG23 0300 Achean Leag Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG24 0300 Aetolian Lge Greece Kingdom Coins 4

AG25 0200 Antogonids Greece Kingdom Coins 1

AI01 0600 Kashi India Kingdom Punehmark 4

AI02 0600 Kosala India Kingdom Punchmark 4

AI03 0600 Kuru India Kingdom Punchmark 4

AI04 0600 Magadha India Kingdom Punchmark 4

AI05 0600 Taxila India Kingdom Hindu 4

AI06 0600 Vanga Bengal Kingdom Punchmark 4

AI07 0500 Avanti India Kingdom Hindu 4
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Ind# Period Culture Location

AI08 0500

AI09 0483

A110 0400

AI11 0350

AI12 0321

All 3 0300

AI14 0232

AI15 0200

AI16 0200

AI17 0150

AI18 0110

AI19 0100

AI20 0100

AI21 0075

AM01 3500

AM02 3100

AM03 3100

AM04 2800

AM05 2500

AM06 2300

AM07 2000

AM08 2000

AM09 1500

AM10 1500

AMI 1 1500

AM12 1500

AM 13 0700

AM 14 0600

AM 15 0600

AM 16 0600

AM 17 0600

AM 18 0550

AM19 0500

AM20 0400

AM21 0400

AM22 0300

AM23 0247

AM24 0200

AM25 0188

AM26 0180

AM27 0145

AM28 0143

AM29 0087

AM30 0050

AN01 3000

AN02 0500

AN03 0343

AN04 0300

AN05 0250

AN06 0200

AN07 0200

Class Notes Source

Kingdom Punchmark 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Empire Hindu 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Hindu 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Hindu 4

Kingdom No coin 1

Empire No coin 1

Empire No coin 1

Kingdom No coin 5

Kingdom No coin 1

Empire No coin 1

Empire No coin 1

Empire No coin 1

Kingdom No coin 1

Empire No coin 1

Kingdom No coin 1

Kingdom No coin 1

Kingdom 1st coin 4

Empire Coins 4

Empire Coins 4

Satrapy Coins 4

Satrap Coins 4

Satrap Coins 4

Empire Coins 4

Kingdom Artaxia 4

Satrap Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Empire Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins , 4

Province Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom No coin 5

Empire Coins 2

Satrap Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 1

Colony Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kingdom Coins 4

Kalinga India

Ceylon India

Sicuto-Punic India

Satavatahana India Kosala

Mauryan Afghan, India

Pandyas India

Vatsa India

Punjab India

Sunga India

Panchaias India Punjab

E. Indo Greek India

Agodaha Punjab

Andhras India

Malwa India

Tepe Yahya Iran

Akkadian Iran/Iraq

Sumerians Iran

Uruk Sumerian

Elam Iran

Assyria Mesopatamia

Amorite Mesopatamia

Babylon Iran

Canaanite Syria

Hurrians Mesopatamia

Philistines Palestine

Ugarit Syria

Lydia Asia Minor

Achaemenid Asia Minor

Persia Iran

Phyrgia Asia Minor

Sardes Asia Minor

Gandhara Asia Minor

Phoenicia Lebanon

Armenia Asia Minor

Syria Asia Minor

Babylon Sat Achaemenid

Parthia Iran

Edessa S. Arabia

Characene Mesopatamia

Persis Persian Gulf

Elam Persian Gulf

Judeah Palestine

Nabataea Arabian Petra

Himyarites Persia

Two Kingdoms Egypt

Carthage Tunis

Egypt Asia Minor

Ptolemies Egypt

Ebusus Carthage

Mauretania N. Africa

Numidia N. Africa
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BOOK NEWS & REVIEWS

Modern Commemorative Coins ofAustria and Germany. By Charles R. Hosch. Soft

cover, plastic spiral bound, 8 Vi x 11 inches, 230 pp., with illustrations. Available

from Regal Treasures, Ltd. P.O. Box 7569, Marietta, Georgia 30065. Price is $18.00

postpaid in U.S. (foreign orders add $4.00 postage).

This work covers the extensive post World War II commemorative coinages of the

Republic of Austria, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the German Democratic

Republic. Each commemorative coin is listed with complete descriptions of the obverse

and reverse, and historical background information for the event, place, person, or thing

being commemorated. Most listings include a picture of the obverse and reverse of the

coin. Additionally, for each coin, the author provides metal content, diameter in

millimeters, weight in grams, actual precious metal weight in troy ounces, edge type,

mint and mint mark, mintage figures for circulation and proof issues, Krause-Mishier

catalogue numbers, and current market valuations.

There are appendices for heraldic terminology and heraldic colors, and a checklist of

commemorative topics (topic, country, denomination, Krause-Mishler number).

This work is enjoyable because it fleshes out the historical substance behind the

commemorative coins which so many of us collect. Highly recommended for your

numismatic library as a handy reference if you collect the commemorative coins of

Germany or Austria.

Reviewed by Donald S. Yarab

* * * * *

Coincraft’s 1999 Standard Catalogue of English & UK Coins, 1066 to date. By
Richard Lobel et al. Hard cover, 8 Vi x 11 3A inches, 740 plus pages, with pictures.

Available from Krause Publications, Book Department NCR8, 700 East State Street,

Iola, Wisconsin 54990-0001. Price is $37.95 plus $3.25 shipping.

This is the fourth edition of this work, which is fast becoming THE standard handy

reference on English and United Kingdom coinage. The catalogue’s 50,000 plus

individual coin listings include more than 10,000 price changes since the last edition, and

more than 5,000 illustrations.

The work concentrates on hammered and milled coins and contains new chapters on

those patterns. The hammered coins covered run from 1066 to 1662 and are listed by

denomination with charts to help differentiate the monarchs, full Latin names with

varieties, and written out mint towns. The milled coins included in the book cover 1649

to date, and include new overdates and varieties and the reclassification of coins from

William Ill’s recoinage period onward. There are also sections on decimal coins from
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1968 to date, Britannia gold coins from 1987 to date, and proof and specimen sets from
1727 to date.

Each section of the fully indexed book has its own extensive introduction giving

historical facts and practical advice on how to collect each coin type. This advice allows

the novice or intermediate level collector to obtain valuable collecting insights that would
otherwise take many years to acquire. In addition, the catalogue includes an introduction

to coin collecting, a glossary for English and United Kingdom coinage, an overview of

the past year in numismatics, an index of engravers and designers of milled coins, a

question and answer section on each series, Quick-Index-Charts, a history of British

coinage, and notes on grading.

This work should be in the library of every collector of English and United Kingdom
coinage. Its price is an unparalleled bargain for the information that it contains.

Reviewed by Donald S. Yarab

*****

Standard Catalogue of Malaysia-Singapore-Brunei Coins and Paper Money. By
Steven Tan. Soft cover, 7 lA x 10 V* inches, glossy paper, 216 pages, with illustrations.

Available from Steven Tan, International Stamp & Coin Sdn. Bdn., G.P.O. Box
12016, 50764 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Price is $25.00 postpaid.

The book catalogues the coinages of British North Borneo, Brunei, Malaya, Malaya and

British Borneo, Malaysia, Sarawak, Singapore, and Straits Settlements. British trade

dollars, including overdates, British North Borneo plantation tokens, Singapore merchant

tokens, and Penang’s East India Company tokens are also catalogued. A photograph of

obverse and reverse of each coin or token type is provided. Valuations in Malaysian

ringgit are given for up to six grades of preservation for each coin and token. Mintage

figures are also included.

The work also catalogues the bank notes issued by the above mentioned coin-issuing

countries, as well as Japanese occupation notes issues for use in Burma, Malaya,

Netherlands East Indies, Oceania, and the Philippines. Rubber export coupons, issued for

use in Malaya, Sarawak, and Singapore, and private note issues for the Straits Settlements

and Malaya are also included.

Color photographs are provided for each banknote type, along with the size and printer of

the note. Photographs of Rubber Export Coupons area in black and white. Valuations

are given for up to five grades of preservation. Major varieties are catalogued, including

differences in date, signature, color of seal, type of security thread, printer, spacing of

letters, and replacement notes.

This catalogue is the standard reference for the coins, tokens, and bank notes of these

countries. Mr. Tan has been a dealer in the coins, tokens, bank notes, and stamps of these

countries for nearly two decades and is well qualified to author this catalogue.

Reviewed by Jerry Remick.
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ST. MARGARET OF ANTIOCH: another saint who never was....

Bob Forrest, Manchester, England, NI #2382

The French medal illustrated here, 1-1/2 times actual size, is made of aluminium. The

obverse is a fairly standard, uninspiring Madonna and Child, with legend O MARIE,
MERE DE MISERICORDE, PRIEZ P.N. (O Mary, Mother of Mercy, pray for us).

The reverse is much more interesting, bearing the legend S.MARGUERITE VIERGE
ET MARTYRE PROTECTRICE D. MERES ET D. ENFANTS (St. Margaret Virgin

and MartyT, Patroness of Mothers and Infants). This is St. Margaret of Antioch,

otherwise known as Marina.

She began as Marina in the East, becoming a westernised Margaret as her cult spread

to Europe in about the ninth century. Her supposed relics were stolen from Antioch

in AD 908 and brought to Italy, part of her ending up in Venice by 1213. According

to Alban Butler’s Lives of the Saints, under July 20th, "hers was one of the ‘voices’

that spoke to St. Joan of Arc", in the early 15th century.

St. Margaret is supposed to have lived in the time of Diocletian (AD 284-305), and

to have been the daughter of a pagan priest of Antioch in Pisidia. When she herself

became a Christian, she was driven out of her father’s house, and became a

shepherdess. It was at this time that her beauty attracted the attention of the prefect

Olybrius, but she rejected his advances, and in revenge he denounced her as a

Christian. As a result she was tortured and thrown into prison. Whilst there, the Devil

appeared to her in the form of a Dragon, and swallowed her whole, but the crucifix

she had in her hand irritated the Dragon’s stomach so much that his belly ruptured,

and she emerged safe and triumphant. Her triumph was only partial, of course, for

she was still in prison. Further tortures "by fire and water" followed, and eventually

she, along with many followers she had attracted, were beheaded.

St. Margaret, possibly on account of her safe delivery from the Dragon’s belly,

became the patroness of women in childbirth, hence this medal. Thus Elizabeth

Hallam writes in her book Saints (1994):

"Margaret is said to have promised, just before she died, that she would ensure

the safe delivery of infants of women who prayed to her before giving birth.

At the same time she declared that anyone founding a church in her honour

or burning lights to her would obtain anything useful that he or she desired -

another reason for the rapid spread of her cult." (p.45)
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Her cult might have spread rapidly throughout Europe, but unfortunately not everyone
was convinced that she had ever actually existed. As early as AD 494 Pope Gelasius

I declared her story to be apocryphal. Even the thirteenth century Golden Legend of

Jacobus de Voragine, which happily accepted some of the more extravagant saintly

feats as genuine enough, was skeptical of that story about her being swallowed by the

Dragon. Butler’s Lives of the Saints was quite blunt about it:

"Her acts are a pure forgery, written by a man who called himself Theotimus

and represented himself to be her attendant who had been the spectator of all

he related."

Things came to a head in 1969 when, like Philomena, she was "struck off' the

register of Saints as another Saint-who-never-was.

Personally, I don’t feel as sorry for St. Margaret of Antioch as I do for Joan of Arc,

for another of the voices that the latter heard, in addition to St. Margaret’s, as

mentioned above, was that of St. Catherine of Alexandria, and in 1969 she was

adjudged never to have existed either

MEMBER NOTICE PAGE
Scott Semans, P. O. Box 22849. Seattle. WA 98122: Coin Cameras. Seeking

someone who can repair an Aries unit, or contact info for Joe Davis (formerly?) of

Redwood City, CA. Buying Custom-60 Polaroid units, paying $150 for units that use

667 film.

RULES FOR USERS OF THE MEMBER NOTICE PAGE: All notices are free

and should be submitted direct to the editor of the NI Bulletin (see inside front cover

for address).

Notices will be limited to a maximum of 8 lines, including the name and address.

All responses to notices must be answered by the person entering the notice.

Preference will be given in the following order to notices when the page is

oversubscribed in a single month:

1. Research Notices 2. Wanted items

3. Trades offered 4. For Sale items

Further rules on notices offering items for sale restrict specific prices or values. For

sale notices must be for general offerings, offering of a price list, offering of a mail

bid sale catalog, disposal of an individual collection, write for price(s), etc. In months

where there is no room for "for sale" notices, the notice will be held over until the

next month.
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